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Why read this big thing?

YOU’LL BE THE HERO OF YOUR COMPANY

You’ll dramatically improve the performance of your Digital Marketing. 

This new approach will help you forge stronger relationships with your 

customers by meeting their needs throughout each phase of their 

journey.

Who wrote this big thing?

A MEETING OF THE MINDS

Over 30 leaders in B2B Digital Marketing worked together to develop 

these resources based on research and hard-fought lessons learned 

through years of real-world experience. 

BE THE HERO
INTRODUCTION
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It’s called The Company Buying Journey or CBJ for short.

The CBJ is a new approach for B2B Digital Marketing that’s centered on 

the prospect or customer as they move through their buying journey. 

What’s so new about being customer-focused?

Nothing.  

Here’s how the CBJ is different...

WHAT’S THIS “NEW APPROACH”?
INTRODUCTION
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The CBJ is only viewed from the customer perspective. Every 
decision begins with meeting the prospect’s or customer’s 
needs.

82% of revenue
for large B2B enterprises 
comes from
current customers.

HOW IS THE CBJ DIFFERENT?
Not based on a funnel (it’s a loopy celtic knot kind of thing).

B2B customer relationships don’t move in one direction towards 
a sale and then end.

They are non-linear and continual and are broken into four main 
phases:

Explore - Evaluate - Purchase - Experience

1

2

INTRODUCTION
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The CBJ focuses on a company as the customer rather than an 
individual. B2B Marketers typically engage with a company of 
people, not with one individual as in B2C Marketing. 

HOW IS THE CBJ DIFFERENT?

The CBJ simplifies to three main things you need to think about 
for each phase:

CUSTOMER: 
Understand the needs of your prospects and customers.
 
CONTENT: 
Respond to these needs by creating the right content. 

CONNECT:  
Get your customers and content together.

3

4

INTRODUCTION
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You’ll step through the four phases of the Company Buying Journey in order and go deep in key activities for each phase.

So, it looks something like this:

EXPLORE
• Overview

• Data

• Organic Search

• Paid Search

• Display Advertising

• Email Marketing

• Marketing Automation

EVALUATE
• Overview

• Data

• Organic Search

• Paid Search

• Display Advertising

• Email Marketing

• Marketing Automation

PURCHASE
• Overview

• Data

• Organic Search

• Paid Search

• Display Advertising

• Email Marketing

• Marketing Automation

EXPERIENCE
• Overview

• Data

• Organic Search

• Paid Search

• Display Advertising

• Email Marketing

• Marketing Automation

HOW’S THIS E-BOOK LAID OUT?
INTRODUCTION



THE
COMPANY
BUYING 
JOURNEY
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THE EXPLORE PHASE
Understanding typical customer 
needs, the right content to produce 
and how to get customers and 
content together during the 
Explore Phase.
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OVERVIEW
CUSTOMERS
Prospective customers know they have a problem but 

don’t know how to solve it.

 

WHAT THEY NEED…

• To define their problem and requirements for a 

solution.

• To pick a general approach to solving their problem

 

WHAT THEY’RE THINKING…

• I’m stressed out. Under pressure by their employer 

to find a solution to their problem.

• I’m overwhelmed. Confused by the many options—

different approaches, solutions and vendors—to 

choose from.

• I need (unbiased) help! Definitely don’t want to be 

“sold” at this point.

CONTENT
In the Explore phase, prospects are looking to learn 

about the different approaches to solving their 

problem.

 

The right content to meet their needs is:

• A broad landscape of potential approaches

• The pros and cons of each approach

• Validation of your approach by sharing success 

stories, testimonials and third-party experts.

 

MAP IT OUT

Guide prospects by mapping out their buying journey 

using these tools:

• Assessment guides to assess their current situation 

and what to measure

• How to get there. Steps they need to take to find 

the best solution.

CONNECT
B2B prospects will look elsewhere online (not on your 

site) to do their research in the Explore phase.

 

According to B2B buyers, the best source of online 

content researching products and services are:

• Professional associations and online communities 

(47%)

• Industry organizations and groups (46%)

• Online trade publications (41%)

• Seminar and workshop sites (41%) and

• Trade show sites (35%).

Source: 2013 CMO Council study

You can learn more about how to create 

the right content in the How-To Guides 

section.Prospects begin their journey filled with a mixture of hope, uncertainty and 
skepticism in regards to possible solutions as well as their decision to pick the 
right one.
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BE THE BEACON: GUIDE PROSPECTS TO YOU 

Reach them through different channels

Identify prospects and deliver content through other 

non-commercial online sites. Develop relationships 

with trusted sources (industry groups, online trade 

publications, professional organizations, etc.) and 

syndicate content on their sites, engage in online 

conversations, and/or advertise.

 

Caution: Tread carefully. Due to recent changes in 

Google’s algorithm, paying for advertorials or “native 

advertising” can hurt you from an organic search 

perspective. If you are paying for your content to be on 

other sites, be sure you:

• Have the other webmasters use a rel=”no follow” so 

that those links don’t pass PageRank

• Ensure that your content on those sites is clearly 

disclosed as promotional. Learn more >

Educate the unaware. Some prospects are a step 

behind others, not even realizing that a potential 

solution to their problem exists. Help these folks by 

reaching out during their daily routine via display or 

email them to let them know you have the resources to 

help them out.

  

HOW TO FIND THEM

• Leverage advanced targeting in display and email 

ads

• Don’t worry if they don’t direct click to you. These 

can still play a supporting and important role in 

eventually guiding prospects to your site.

In all outreach (ads, emails, search), don’t overextend 

at this stage. Make prospects aware of content that can 

help them. Resist temptation to push pitches for your 

brand or generic brand messages at this phase.

HOW TO BE FOUND

• Typical phrase search queries during Explore stage 

include:

• question regarding how to solve a problem

• queries are non-branded and long-tail

• Make sure your content aligns with thought-

leadership key phrases

• Use Paid Search to ensure full coverage. 

 
In Google’s words: “High-quality sites, not 

links, are the best way to improve search 

rankings.” 

You’ll learn more when you get to the 

Organic Search page.

OVERVIEW

of B2B sales begin with a
Search Engine90% 
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DATA
MOSTLY OFF-SITE DATA 

As described on the summary page, the majority of 

your prospects’ and customers’ research in the Explore 

phase happens off of your Web site.

MEDIA METRICS NOT TELLING THE WHOLE 

STORY

So, most of us measure high-level metrics such as 

ad clicks to optimize our messages and placements. 

These measurements make some sense for high 

volume B2C companies, but in the case of many B2B 

companies, low media and traffic volume means that 

these metrics are not necessarily telling the whole story 

of customer intent and activity.

OK, SOME ON-SITE DATA TOO

Yes, some folks will actually come to your website in 

Explore, but…

• Most prospects that do visit your site will be 

anonymous

• The ratio of known to unknown visitors depends on 

the maturity of your business and product category.

START CREATING A FULL PICTURE

Connect your Explore phase data with later phases to 

track KPI’s for typical off-site Explore activity (media, 

email, social, etc), including both marketing-level 

metrics (clicks and impressions) and ROI metrics 

(conversions and sales).

1. Consolidate and store all your data sources 

(advertising systems, web systems, CRM, etc) into 

a single data warehouse – this allows for easy 

correlation, reporting, and analysis using powerful 

Business Intelligence tools.

2. Save all of this data against anonymous profiles 

mapped to IP addresses and/or cookies

3. Add this Explore phase data to later phase data on 

those profiles once they become known users (after 

registration).

LOOK BACK

Having a complete picture of the company buying 

journey and tying marketing activity directly to 

revenue allows you to do look-back analysis to better 

understand your customers and their needs in each 

phase. For example, who performs research in your 

customers’ organization, where do they go, what do 

they look for and consume – even before they identify 

themselves to you. Read more >

Using an IP mapping service can help 

identify which company visitors are 

coming from. Learn more >
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ORGANIC SEARCH
PROSPECTS SEARCH ABOUT THEIR PROBLEM 

In the Explore phase, prospects typically want to know:

• Can I solve this problem?

• What are ways to solve it?

• How do I define requirements for a solution?

So, as their initial search query, they usually state their 

problem or ask how to solve their problem.

• For example: 

• “Improving energy efficiency of retail lighting 

system”, or 

• “What are options for retail lighting systems?”

BRAND AGNOSTIC

Explore keyphrases are typically non-branded and 

long-tail

• “Non-branded” means that the prospect doesn’t 

specify company or product names

• “Long-tail” means that the keyphrase includes 

multiple words, is more specific and often includes 

common, less competitive keywords (such as “What 

are options for”).

FOCUS ON YOUR SITE (MORE THAN 

BACKLINKS)

You need to ensure that your site supports Explore 

keyphrases from an SEO perspective since you can’t 

rely on branded terms for ranking in the Explore phase.

Keyword Research: As part of your 
overall customer research, you 
will identify the top keywords and 
keyphrases that each persona uses 
to search in each phase. You can read 
more about this in the How-To Guide: 
Know Your Customers.
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ORGANIC SEARCH
BACKLINKS ON THE BACK-BURNER 

Until recently, external backlinks – other sites linking 

to your content with appropriate keyword tags – was 

a critical factor to help you rank for Explore phase 

content (or any content).

Google’s own recommendation previously stated:

“…webmasters can improve the rank of their sites by 

increasing the number of high-quality sites that link to 

their pages.”

But, in June 2013, Google revised this statement to:

“In general, webmasters can improve the rank of their 

sites by creating high-quality sites that users will want 

to use and share.” Source.

Google goes on to define a high quality site as having 

“…original content and information such as research, 

in-depth reports, thoughtful analysis and so on.”

Sounds right in line with B2Beacon

“I wouldn’t put too much of a tunnel vision focus on just 

links. I would try to think instead about what I can do to 

market my website to make it more well known within 

my community, or more broadly, without only thinking 

about search engines.”

- Matt Cutts, Distinguished Engineer, Google

Read more >

Back-linking is still important – just not the first priority 

it might have been in the past. In fact, your external link 

development efforts can directly influence your content 

and social media efforts. For example, you will develop 

content and connect with “top influencers” (bloggers, 

analysts, etc) that reach lots of other influencers but 

may not have a large audience of their own.

But again, be very careful and selective about links to 

your site because Google’s Panda algorithm update 

will penalize you for anything that doesn’t appear to be 

legitimate.

Be Found: Optimize your content and site 

to help your prospects find you in search 

results.* We’ve listed some great guides 

on our Resources page. 

*NOTE: BtoBeacon highlights things that change per phase or are unique to a given phase. We also highlight recent major high-level developments that all marketers need to know. This site does 

not try be a comprehensive practitioner’s guide to executing robust programs. But many best practices don’t vary phase and are not included here. So, here are the best guides that we’ve found for 

optimizing each activity.
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PAID SEARCH
THE MOST RELIABLE CONNECTION 

Paid Search is well suited to the Explore phase as the 

most reliable way to connect with prospects that are 

actively seeking help related to a problem that you 

solve.

• Display and email reliably present your message, 

but not necessarily to prospects that are actively 

seeking help.

• Organic search puts you in front of prospects 

seeking help, but not as reliably and broadly as 

Paid Search. This is because in the Explore phase…

• Prospects don’t search for branded terms. So, 

you can’t rely on high organic rankings for your 

company or product names to connect with 

prospects.

• Prospects search for broad terms associated with 

thought leadership around their problem. So, 

you’re competing with hundreds of media sites and 

blogs in addition to your competitors.

Only Paid Search ensures full coverage and positioning 

for these competitive non-branded and long-tail 

thought leadership keyphrases. You can pay to have 

coverage for keyphrases that you’d never index on or 

rank well for.

USE THE RIGHT SUCCESS METRICS

For campaigns targeted to prospects in the Explore 

phase, your goal is to make prospects aware you have 

resources to help them and engage with them early in 

their journey. Not to drive immediate leads or sales.

• So… don’t judge the effectiveness of Explore phase 

Paid Search campaigns based solely on direct 

attribution to leads!

• If you do, you’ll end up under-supporting 

Paid Search (and Display, Email, etc) in the 

Explore phase and miss out on connecting with 

prospects at this critical phase.

Instead, apply appropriate metrics around content 

consumption and interaction such as visits, pageviews, 

video plays and asset downloads.

TEST A WIDE VARIETY

It’s impossible to create keyword segments that 

anticipate every level of intent and research approach 

for prospects in the Explore phase. Here’s how to help 

your chances of meeting their needs:

• Be broad. Test a wide variety of keywords rather 

than limiting your keyword set to predefined 

notions of what mindset the customer is in.

• Be everywhere. Test a wide array of touchpoints 

— from traditional keyword advertising to mobile 

search to intelligent content ads. You need test as 

many places as possible because prospects are 

searching in many different ways.

Reports of my death have been greatly 

exaggerated. Paid Search has been 

around for awhile and has become very 

competitive, but its still the most powerful 

channel for predicting customer intent.
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PAID SEARCH
MAXIMIZE SHELF SPACE 

Optimize for the desktop, tablet and smartphone to 

maximize your shelf space, or pixel real estate, on all 

forms of SERP (Search Engine Result Page).

In today’s landscape, customer’s are shifting from a 15” 

PC screen down to a 4” mobile device.

• Paid search shelf space goes from 10 positions to 4 

(desktop to mobile).

• Organic listings that appear above the fold go from 

3 to 1. 

This is a radical shift in what the customer might see 

when they query – so coordination is paramount.

 

Example: coordinate paid search and SEO in the 

following way:

• 1 paid ad to the direct (home).com

• 1 paid ad to a microsite that talks directionally 

about the query – such as a feature, benefits, cost 

calculator, etc.

• 1 Indexed result of the .com in the organic results, 

striving for position

• 1 Indexed result of the microsite

• 1-2 other pages indexed related to the content of 

the product service.  This could be news, video or 

PDF’s

In the scenario above you maximize your shelf-space 

by taking up 25% of the available results page on 

a desktop PC.  This quickly translates to the mobile 

environment too by positioning your paid ad above 

the mobile fold and getting at least one more in the 

organic results (maybe more if the .com, microsite and 

additional content have strong rankings).
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DISPLAY ADVERTISING
TAKE IT TO THEM – AT SCALE 

Display advertising is well suited to the Explore phase 

in that it allows you to identify and reach the largest 

number of prospects that need your help.

In the Explore phase, prospects prefer to research on 

3rd-party sites rather than vendor websites. 

Especially the Clueless: Display uniquely supports 

the needs of prospects that aren’t even aware that a 

potential solution to their problem exists. Display allows 

you to reach out to with them during their daily routine 

and let them know that you have resources to help 

them.

Get to the right people. Targeting 
example: a company specializing in 
payroll software can choose to target 
its ads only to business professionals 
with a job function of Finance.

TARGET

Basic: Identify based on attributes such as:

• Title, industry, geography or job function

Advanced: methods include using:

• Known and learned behavior, business 

demographic data and customer persona profiling. 

Read More >

New technique: company-based targeting allows you 

to:

• Target particular companies or accounts, without 

using cookies. 

Company-based targeting is a revolutionary change 

that allows for more accurate and relevant campaigns. 

Show ads or content that is relevant to an entire target 

account to be sure and reach all people involved in the 

buying journey (not just the few individuals that may 

have visited your site or registered with you). 

Read More >

YOU’RE HERE TO HELP

The primary purpose of B2B display ads in this phase 

is to let prospects know you have resources related to 

their research needs.

• Resources that help solve a customer’s problem 

build trust and credibility. Talk about the solution 

rather than product features or branding 

statements. You’re building a relationship, or at 

least awareness, with the B2B customer. Read more 

about creating the right content.

Distribute your Content: Non-traditional 

types of display ads can ‘syndicate’ your 

content off of your site and have it appear 

on these 3rd-party sites rather than 

requiring prospects to visit your site. 

But be Careful: Danger of advertorials 

given Google algorithm update and how 

to do it right.
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EMAIL MARKETING
IF YOU HAVE THEIR EMAIL 

but don’t have a marketing automation platform)…

NO MAP… This section covers email 
marketing activities outside of using 
a marketing automation platform.

Do “manual marketing”:

• Segment your email list of prospects (including 

current customers of other products) based on 

Phase and problem they’re trying to solve

• Map out a series of emails

• Create email and landing page content and

• Deliver these emails in batches

YOU PROBABLY WON’T HAVE THEIR EMAIL…

Especially if you’re an SMB or in a new market, you 

probably won’t have email addresses for the majority of 

your prospects in this Phase.

Email list rental (like display advertising and social 

media) is well suited to let these prospects know you 

have materials to help them.

• Use advanced targeting methods to find customers 

in this phase.

YOU’RE HERE TO HELP

The sole purpose of email content is to let prospects 

know you have resources related to their research 

needs in this stage.

• Don’t try to put the content in the email body.

• Don’t try to talk about you – Read more about 

creating the right content. 

For both house-list emails and list rental you should 

customize text, images, and calls-to-action based on 

segmentation criteria. And email is great for conducting 

controlled messaging tests – you can apply the 

learning across other activities.

Use a broader data picture to identify 

when your prospects are in the Explore 

phase. Most research happens off of your 

website so analyze data about prospects 

from display, social media and email list 

rental itself. Read More >
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MARKETING AUTOMATION
TWO FLAVORS 

You’ve got two basic types of prospects when we’re 

talking about marketing automation in the Explore 

phase:

No email address yet

If you’re an SMB or in a new market, you probably 

won’t have email addresses for the majority of your 

prospects in the Explore phase.

• REACH OUT through activities like email list rental 

and display advertising to let them know you have 

materials to help

• OFFER REAL VALUE to build trust and have 

prospects give their email address. 

Advanced marketing automation 
systems can be the system of 
record for your leads and contacts 
and provide a single view of the 
customer. Read More >

YOU HAVE THEIR EMAIL ADDRESS

On average, 95% of revenue for large enterprise 

companies comes from repeat customers. So you 

may already have the email addresses of most of your 

prospects.

• IDENTIFY PROSPECTS that are in the Explore 

phase

• Analyze data about prospects’ engagement on 

and off of your website

• LEVERAGE a marketing automation platform to:

• Segment your prospects based on persona, 

phase and problem they’re trying to solve

• Map out a series of emails for each segment

• Create email and landing page content

• Sole purpose is to let them know you have 

resources to help them

• Customize text, images, and calls-to-action 

based on criteria

• Deliver emails automatically

Marketing Automation and Events: 

Real-world and online events/Webinars 

are often key for B2B in the Explore 

phase. Some Marketing Automation 

systems can help you manage these 

events by integrating with Webinar tools 

to streamline the process. For example, 

you can deliver personalized invitations, 

registration, reminders, and post-event 

follow up to customers. Your MA system 

can also provide analytics, so you know 

how many people have registered, how 

many attended, and so on.
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THE EVALUATE PHASE
Typical customer needs, the right 

content to produce and how to 

connect your customers with your 

content in the Evaluate Phase.
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OVERVIEW
CUSTOMERS
Prospective customers at this phase have now defined 

their problem and selected a general approach to 

solving it.

WHAT THEY NEED NOW... 

• To narrow down their options and create a shortlist 

of vendors to evaluate more thoroughly

• To compare apples to apples and weigh the pros 

and cons of each vendor.

WHAT THEY’RE THINKING…

• Less stressed. Feeling more comfortable having 

identified a approach to solving their problem

• More focused. They’re ready to dig deep and 

research possible solutions

• Still don’t want to be sold. They don’t want to feel 

pressured by hard-sell tactics.

CONTENT
In the Evaluate phase, prospects need to create a 

shortlist of vendors for deeper evaluation. The key 

here is to BE OBJECTIVE. This is your opportunity to 

build trust by explaining the strengths/weaknesses of 

everyone’s offerings.

YOUR CONTENT SHOULD HELP THEM... 

• Understand your offering 

• Understand the differences between your solution 

and your primary competitors 

HOW DO YOU DO THIS?

• Specific, clear and detailed information about your 

solution and its value

• Videos, demos, whitepapers, product specs 

• Comparison matrixes showing strengths and 

weaknesses 

• Ideally commissioned by a trusted 3rd party

• Success stories, testimonials and third-party experts 

to validate your claims

• Product configurators and simulators that let 

prospects test drive your solution. 

Remember that even though prospects are now 

digging deeper in research, they likely aren’t ready to 

speak with anyone at your company. The content and 

tools above will help them determine that your solution 

will pass muster, making them more comfortable with 

sharing profile information with you.

You can learn more about how to create 

the right content in the How-To Guides 

section.
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OVERVIEW
CONNECT
Key activities that connect your prospective customers 

with your content in Evaluate.

COMING TO YOU...

B2B prospects in the Evaluate phase now begin deep 

research on your website. You get one chance to make 

a first impression... so get your site right. 

• Responsive design: make your site look and 

perform optimally across all devices (desktop, 

tablets, smartphones) Learn more >

• Custom content: Make it all about them. Their 

experience, even those who choose to be 

anonymous, should feel as if it was customized for 

them. How? Learn more >

• CRO (Conversion Rate Optimization): Test and 

refine key pages to find the messages and layout 

that best meets your prospects needs.

  
SEARCHING FOR YOU...

• Evaluate phase search queries are usually a mix of 

branded and non-branded keywords

• Create and optimize resources that align with those 

keyphrases

• Paid search is important to ensure full coverage.
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DATA
Prospects are now beginning to engage with content 

on your web site but, the majority of visitors in the 

Evaluate phase will still be anonymous.

CUSTOMER INTENT

Establish measures around customer activity and intent 

(content and usability effectiveness) rather than broad 

trends like visits and bounce rate.

• Accurately measure website engagement:

• Clickstream analysis can reveal hidden patterns 

of activity and help optimize user paths and 

content.  This click-level view of web site 

navigation and customer engagement is useful 

especially in high-consideration, long sales-

cycle businesses. 

Conversion data is an effective 
metric for how well you are meeting 
your customers needs. 

• Conversion data allows you to optimize the site 

capturing visitor profile information  (a key activity 

at this stage to ensure that you can provide more 

tailored content and communication).

• Tag ‘soft’ conversions like pricing requests or 

saved configurations to understand intent and 

place in journey.

• Analyze the link between on-site engagement and 

off-site traffic source activity

• Identify the successful traffic, ad variant and 

keyword sources, to accurately identify the right 

content and message and tailor it based on the 

messaging of the inbound traffic source.

• A/B & multivariate testing, as well as website 

personalization systems, driven via web 

analytics, is a common approach to matching 

content to customer intent.

• Tie web analytics and CRM data to a marketing 

automation system, to assure that the right content 

goes to your customer at the right time

• Identify highly engaged customers via engagement 

scoring

• This is an advanced way to normalize web 

activity into an easy-to-understand gauge 

of content effectiveness, particularly when 

validated by historical data.  In these systems, 

content and activity are assigned weighted 

scores, which can be accrued across visits, to 

identify highly engaged customers.

CORE AREAS

To create a more complete picture, focus on four core 

areas to measure:

• Content effectiveness  (videos, downloads, pages 

consumed, time on site, bounce rate)

• Usability and navigation effectiveness via 

conversion paths and multivariate tests

• Inbound traffic sources via campaign and channel

• Nurturing effectiveness (email opens, sends, click 

throughs, etc).

As described in the Explore phase section, reverse IP 

lookup technologies can help you identify interested 

companies, enabling you to perform analysis across 

multiple individuals at the same company.

These measures will also help you more 

accurately gauge where prospects are in 

their journey.
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ORGANIC SEARCH
PROSPECTS ARE COMPARING SOLUTIONS

In the Evaluate phase, prospects typically search for 

more specific information to compare the offerings of 

each vendor in their shortlist.

• Their search query typically includes words such as 

comparison, case studies, testimonial, reviews

• For example: “reviews on LCD lighting systems”, 

or “what’s the best LCD lighting system?”

Evaluate keyphrases are typically a mix of branded and 

non-branded keywords

• Branded: company names, product names

• Non-branded: features, specifications, 

comparison.

NO MORE KEYWORD DATA

It’s now much tougher to measure Organic Search. 

As you probably know, you can no longer see which 

keywords were entered by visitors to your site from 

Google organic search.

What you can do about it? You can extrapolate using 

data from known keyword visitors from other search 

engines organic traffic (Bing, Yahoo, etc) and from paid 

search data to estimate broad metrics such as the 

percentage of brand vs. non-brand keywords.

This takes a bit of effort and typically B2B search 

volumes at the keyword level are low so you’ll only get 

directional estimates.

*NOTE: BtoBeacon highlights things that change per phase or are unique to a given phase. We also highlight recent major high-level developments that all marketers need to know. This site does 

not try be a comprehensive practitioner’s guide to executing robust programs. But many best practices don’t vary phase and are not included here. So, here are the best guides that we’ve found for 

optimizing each activity.

BE FOUND: Optimize your resources to 

help your prospects find them in search 

results.* We’ve listed some great guides 

on our Resources page.

Keyword research: As before, you will 

have identified the top keywords and 

keyphrases that each persona is using to 

search in this phase. You can read more 

about this in the How-To Guide: Know 

Your Customers.
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PAID SEARCH
TAILORED REMARKETING

When prospects visit your site during the Evaluate 

phase, their engagement tells you a lot about where 

they are in the buying journey and what their needs 

are. Use this data to “remarket” to your prospects 

with tailored Paid Search ad copy and corresponding 

landing pages that address their needs as they 

continue their journey.

• Be specific: use messages that directly relate to the 

topics your prospects have shown interest in during 

their website visits.

• Be proactive: show your prospects ads on topics 

that logically follow on their last visit. Ideally, you 

can base this content mapping on historical data 

instead of educated guesses about what they’ll 

want to see next.

There will still be plenty of prospects in this phase that 

you can’t remarket to: they either haven’t visited your 

site yet, they’ve blocked their cookies, or they’re using 

an IP that isn’t associated with a particular company.

GET IT WRITE

Just as in the Explore phase, continue to create 

relevant campaigns. The ad copy and landing pages 

should speak to the typical Evaluate phase query and 

pre-qualify your prospects as much as possible. 

• As you gain a deeper understanding of Evaluate 

phase queries, you’ll be able to narrow the focus of 

your ad messaging. 

• Learn more about typical Evaluate phase keywords 

in the Organic Search section.

STICK YOUR LANDING

Aligning your landing page is the final piece. Monitor 

re-entry points to make sure repeat visitors are 

engaging with the desired success events. If a keyword 

query is mismatched with the prospect’s landing page 

expectation, improve results with new content or 

another site section.

Often SEM will send visitors a layer or two deeper into 

your site, exposing them to places where SEO work 

hasn’t been done or isn’t relevant. SEM acts as a critical 

bridge on longer, more descriptive keyword queries to 

bring prospects to their desired points of interest.

Attention to detail on queries will 
make a big difference in your ability 
to influence visitors at this stage. 

Good design on product detail pages and information 

sections will ensure the Evaluator doesn’t get lost or 

drop off because the experience didn’t live up to the 

search query intent. 
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PAID SEARCH
OPTIMIZING MOBILE - Google AdWords Platform 

Change & What It Means to You

In July 2013, Google updated their AdWords platform 

with “Enhanced Campaigns.” The goal is to reduce 

duplicated efforts by letting you manage multi-device 

targeting more easily within a single campaign. But it 

does make advanced optimization harder because now 

when targeting mobile devices:

• You can only adjust mobile bids at the campaign or 

ad group level, not the individual keyword level.

• AdWords only breaks out reporting on device types 

at a category level. 

WHY DOES THIS MATTER?

Just as in the Explore phase, continue to create 

relevant campaigns. The ad copy and landing pages 

should speak to the typical Evaluate phase query and 

pre-qualify your prospects as much as possible.

• Keywords and phrases vary by device: 

• People still perform long queries when they 

search from their desktops.

• People on mobile devices typically perform 

much shorter queries.

• The percentage of searches from mobile is growing 

rapidly and is on track to reach 70% of the total U.S. 

search audience by the end of 2015 according to 

Emarketer

PAID SEARCH DATA EQUAL INSIGHT

The more you know about your prospects in the 

Evaluate phase the better you can serve up information 

that meets their needs. These data points provide 

valuable insights: 

Identify Evaluators with data on frequency of visits 

and entry point keywords. 

• For example, Evaluators typically shift from non-

branded to branded searches and repeatedly use 

brand as a re-entry point.

Identify types of success events with data on activity 

associated with keywords or ad copy.

• For example, Evaluators are more likely to dive 

into product detail information.

Identify keyword modifiers with data on which 

keywords Evaluators are adding to keyphrases.

• For example, Evaluators are more likely to use 

branded terms and words such as “comparison,” 

“case studies,” “testimonial,” and “reviews.”

It pays to have a #1 organic result AND 

paid search ad support, which can boost 

traffic 35-40%. 
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DISPLAY ADVERTISING
RETARGET TO RECONNECT

Prospects will likely visit your website during the 

Evaluate phase, and most are anonymous to you. 

Reconnect with them after they’ve expressed interest, 

but may not have been quite ready to engage more 

deeply with you. Retargeting gives you ability to 

present a relevant message to people who have visited 

your website or performed a relevant search. Create 

retargeting segments based on specific website pages 

and personalize the ad creative based on prospects’ 

previous interests.

      

Get specific: address the specific interests your 

prospects have revealed through their website visits. If 

they visited a page about Content Marketing Strategy, 

retarget them with an ad related to Content Marketing 

Strategy.

More engagement (even if they don’t click the ad): 

ZDNet tracked the number of B2B visitors exposed to 

a Tech Blueprint display campaign who showed further 

engagement. Even though many users did not click 

directly on the display ads, the campaigns nonetheless 

made an impact:

• 140% lift in engagement with the advertiser’s 

content for visitors who’d been exposed to display 

ads.

• Prospects were 82% more likely to download 

content and move along the buying journey if they 

had seen the display ads.

Source: “Online display advertising: Its Quantified Effect on 

Organic Down-Funnel Activity,” 2011, CBS Interactive Insight 

Series.

Prospects in both the Explore and Evaluate phases 

rely heavily on the reviews and advice from their social 

networks when making B2B purchasing decisions. 

Read More >

So, social display advertising on sites like LinkedIn 

helps prospects become aware of your resources as 

they’re in research mode.

Eating their own dog food. Done 
effectively, social advertising can 
drive significant results. In Bizo’s own 
case study, the company experienced 
43% brand lift and a 77% lift in site 
traffic from its target audience by 
incorporating LinkedIn and Facebook 
Targeted advertising tactics in the 
context of its larger display and 
branding.

I’m working… really. Senior decision-

makers spent 40 percent more time 

browsing social networks than those in 

lower-level positions. 

Source: Ipsos Open Thinking Exchange study.
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EMAIL MARKETING
IF YOU HAVE THEIR EMAIL 

(but don’t have a marketing automation platform)…

Do “manual marketing”- and get even fancier than you 

did in the Explore phase:

Companies that excel at lead 
nurturing generate 50% more sales-
ready leads at 33% lower cost. 
(Forrester Research). Read More >

• Micro-segment your email list by storing in a data 

warehouse and doing list pulls based on attributes 

such as:

• Firmographic (title, industry, company size, 

location, etc.)

• Demographic (primarily language and 

nationality)

• Behavioral

• CRM information these attributes.

EARLY IN THE EVALUATE PHASE

You still may not have their email addresses – 

especially if you’re an SMB or in a new market.

• So, again, rely on email list rental to let your 

prospects know you have materials to help them.

• And, get those email addresses: explain to 

prospects that you can provide deeper, more 

tailored info and faster response if they provide you 

their profile info and email address.

As in Explore, the sole purpose of email content is to 

let prospects know you have resources related to their 

research needs in this stage such as clear and detailed 

information about your offering, customer testimonials 

and third-party validation. Read more about creating 

the right content.

Optimized landing pages and 
registration forms are essential for 
email capture. If you don’t have a 
marketing automation platform, 
ideally your website CMS gives you 
the ability to build WYSIWYG pages 
with a graphical interface (without 
help from IT or the Web department).

LATER IN THE EVALUATE PHASE

Prospects expect to interact with a salesperson. Ideally 

you will integrate your CRM tool and your email system 

to help create emails for the Sales team to deliver. For 

example, an email campaign to consider in this phase 

is as follows:

• “Not Ready To Talk” email campaigns are created 

to help sales stay connected to customers that are 

not ready to talk but may be in the future. In these 

campaigns, we need to craft short, Rich Text emails 

that come from the sales person. They also need to 

be logged on the prospects record in the CRM. This 

will also allow sales to add people to this campaign 

when they say, “I’m not ready to talk,” and sales 

can say, “I understand. Is it OK for me to check in 

with you again over the next few months,” and add 

the prospect to a “Not Ready to Talk” campaign.

By enabling your sales team to interact with more 

prospects you’re helping them help your customers.
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MARKETING AUTOMATION
QUID PRO QUO

Show prospects that if they provide profile info and 

email address you’ll provide more tailored information 

with a faster response.

NAIL THE LANDING

To achieve this profile conversion, customized and 

optimized landing pages and registration forms are 

essential.

As always… the primary purpose of your 
email content is to let prospects know 
you have resources related to their 
research needs in this stage.

Make Your Life Easier. Look for a platform that can:

• Enable progressive profiling – leveraging “smart 

forms” that recognize known visitors and ask 

different questions to build out the profile over 

time or allow for “social sign-on”.

• Micro-segment prospects by firmographic 

attributes (title, industry, company size, 

location, etc.), demographic (primarily language 

and nationality), behavioral filters and CRM 

information.

• Build WYSIWYG pages with a graphical 

interface (without help from IT or the Web 

department).

TRIGGER HAPPY

Make your prospects happy by having your platform 

trigger outreach at the right time.

• Score individuals or companies to qualify them 

based on criteria (website activity, social activity, 

profile info, etc.).

• Have a spiking engagement score or consuming 

a specific content asset set an alert in your CRM 

system for a Salesperson to reach out or for your 

marketing automation platform to send a real-time 

triggered email.

DOUBLE YOUR PERFORMANCE

(Source: Marketo)

Average conversion rate for home pages

Average conversion rate for loosely relevant landing pages

Average conversion rate for highly relevant, targeted landing page

6.3%

9.3%

12%
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THE PURCHASE PHASE
Typical customer needs, the right 

content to produce and how to 

connect your customers with your 

content in the Purchase Phase.
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OVERVIEW
CUSTOMERS
Prospective customers at this phase have whittled 

down a list of vendors and understand the pros and 

cons of each. 

WHAT THEY NEED NOW... 

• To make up their mind. Decide which solution to 

buy.

• Get buy-in. Obtain internal approval to purchase.

• Seal the deal. Complete the transaction. 

WHAT THEY’RE THINKING…

While part of them is relieved the decision has 

been made, they’re also nervous and questioning 

themselves.

 

• Freaking out a bit. Did I miss something or make 

the wrong choice?

• Second-guessing themselves. Did I really get the 

best deal?

 

CONTENT
In the Purchase phase, prospects need to make up 

their mind and negotiate terms. They may be jittery 

about the pending decision. 

YOUR CONTENT SHOULD HELP... 

 

• Educate them. 

• Product-based brochures or product guides that 

provide clear, detailed information on how to 

use your product as well as general terms (and 

pricing, if appropriate).

• Reassure them. 

• Customer testimonials and third-party validation 

put prospects’ minds to rest that they made the 

right choice.

• Justify their decision. 

• Sales enablement tools, such as ROI and 

vendor comparisons, let prospects to do 

their own math, bolstering confidence in their 

decision.

 
BE PROACTIVE

Help meet your prospects needs by anticipating and 

delivering the content they need. By this phase, you 

probably have email addresses and have cookied 

prospects, so now you can customize content based on 

their unique characteristics and interests.

You can learn more about how to create 

the right content in the How-To Guides 

section.
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OVERVIEW
CONNECT
Key activities that connect your prospective customers 

with your content in Purchase.

TALKING TO YOU 

Seamless communication: The ball has been passed 

to Sales to finalize the deal, but Marketing is still in the 

game to support Sales and the prospect. 

• Pull together data from web analytics, CRM, line 

of business and marketing automation systems to 

make sure:

• Your Sales team has a complete picture of your 

prospects activity

• Your marketing automation system or manual 

emails have the right content going to each 

prospect at the right time.

  
BE QUICK ABOUT IT

Instant communication: Prospects have no time to 

waste and expect you to be responsive and quickly and 

effectively engage with them through all touchpoints—

phone, web, email and mobile. Marketing can set up 

systems that alert Sales to prospects that are spiking in 

activity and are likely ready to be contacted.

BE MOBILE ABOUT IT 

Mobile communication is critical during the Purchase 

phase because…

• Time is of the essence so it’s crucial to reach 

them wherever they are via whatever device is 

accessible.

• Small but mighty mobile devices work fine for 

delivery of last-minute info for quick clarifications.

• Senior execs on the go. These folks are now 

involved—and often on the road—so make sure 

your content and tools are mobile-device-friendly. 
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DATA
SITE DATA IS CRITICAL EARLY

Early in the Purchase phase, data from your website is 

critical as customers are actively researching specific 

product and pricing information on your website.

CRM DATA BECOMES CRITICAL LATER

Prospects are now interacting with salespeople who, in 

turn, enter status updates into a CRM system (and/or a 

salesforce automation system). A customer committing 

to purchase your offering is obviously a pivotal moment 

that should impact all marketing communications. So 

make sure that data from these systems is connected 

to dictate messaging in other activities such as 

marketing automation, email and display.

• Implement a closed-loop system – integrating CRM 

data and web analytics metrics to begin creating a 

full view of the customer journey.

• Looking back at activities gives you a powerful, 

data-backed methodology for measuring which 

activities, campaigns or even content assets are 

best meeting your customers’ needs and for 

measuring marketing’s contribution overall.

• Look forward: It also allows you to use the 

behavior of previous buyers to perform 

forecasts based on current activity and even 

to predict where customers are in their journey 

and set up a system that sends predictive alerts 

to salespeople based on spiking engagement 

scores.

Accurate closed-loop attribution gives 

insights on which content or campaigns 

most resonated with different roles or 

personas at different phases. Plus, buyer 

segments can be identified and mapped 

to content to different stages of the 

buying journey. 
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ORGANIC SEARCH
PROSPECTS ARE NOW GETTING MORE SPECIFIC

In the Purchase phase, search queries typically get very 

specific. You should ensure that product resources and 

technical manuals are indexing. Prospects typically 

want to know:

• Detailed info on your product:

• Example search query: “heat tolerance of acme 

lcd lights”

• That they’re making the right choice:

• Example search query: “reviews of acme lcd 

lights”

• How to connect with you in person

• Example search query: “acme lights sales rep in 

peoria”.

Common keywords indicating purchase intent include: 

buy, purchase, price, discount, distributor, sales, 

contact, etc.

• Example search query: “acme lcd lights price”.

Search queries reflect customer intent 
and indicate where the customer is in 
their buying journey. You can read more 
about this in the How-To Guide: Know Your 
Customers.

Co-optimization: Your SEO team should 
huddle with your Paid Search team to 
find out which keywords or phrases 
convert well but are expensive to buy 
clicks for. Your SEO team can then focus 
on improving organic ranking for these 
keywords and ultimately reduce your Paid 
Search budget. 

Purchase phase keyphrases are typically branded 

keywords with a mix of head and longtail

• Example of head terms: acme sales

• Example of longtail: acme sales rep in peoria.

Be Found: Optimize your resources to 

help your prospects find them in search 

results.*  We’ve listed some great guides 

on our Resources page. 

*NOTE: BtoBeacon highlights things that change per phase or are unique to a given phase. We also highlight recent major high-level developments that all marketers need to know. This site does 

not try be a comprehensive practitioner’s guide to executing robust programs. But many best practices don’t vary phase and are not included here. So, here are the best guides that we’ve found for 

optimizing each activity.
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PAID SEARCH
GET GRANULAR

In the Purchase phase, prospects are now more 

specific in their searches. For example, they may want 

detailed information on your product or how to connect 

with you in person.

So, your Paid Search campaign should be more 

granular and more branded. Refine your segmentation 

to better align your campaigns, ad copy, keywords, 

landing pages and content with prospect needs in 

the Purchase phase. Prospects are now familiar with 

comfortable using your branded terms to search.

Use both customer data and your goals to optimize ad 

copy

• First, clearly define your Marketing goals

• Then, look at search query data to understand how 

prospects are researching

• Then optimize your ad copy to directly answer their 

questions or terms

• For example:

• Marketing Goal: Increase sales of ‘large batch’ 

lighting fixture packs for large facilities

• Situation: People clicking on your ads are 

looking to order one or two fixtures

• The data shows: Purchase phase prospects are 

using the keyphrase “by the pallet”

• Optimize: You change the copy on your paid 

search ad to include “by the pallet” and you’ve 

qualified visitors to those buying in large 

quantities.

Segmentation – You’ll now have 

enough data from Explore, Evaluate and 

Purchase to improve segmentation. You 

can read more in the How-To Guide Get 

Data Right. 
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DISPLAY ADVERTISING
RETARGET TO REASSURE

• Help your prospects validate that they’re making 

the right decision by delivering ads that showcase 

relevant case studies and customer quotes.

• Don’t be confusing: Make sure that your display 

messaging is consistent with other activities 

(especially Sales calls). To do this right, you’ll need 

to integrate data sources – using data from your 

CRM or marketing automation platform to drive 

retargeting.

Halo Effect: Display is often used in 
conjunction with traditional paid search 
campaigns to increase efficacy. For 
example, in a recent comScore study, 
researchers found that prospects who 
viewed search marketing ads for a 
company were 82% more likely to buy the 
product in question than if they received 
no exposure. However, when the search 
ads were paired with display ads, the 
researchers saw a 119% lift in sales.[1] In 
another European study, comScore found 
that, after a display ad campaign, direct 
web site visits increased by 72%, and 
keyword searches for the brand increased 
by an average of 94%.[2]. 

[1] comScore white paper, September 17, 2010 

[2] “Brand awareness and digital: An IAB Europe White 

Paper,” June 2010, IAB Europe. 
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EMAIL MARKETING
FINALLY, YOU HAVE (MOST OF) THEIR EMAIL 

ADDRESSES

Most prospects have registered with you at this point to 

gain access to deeper content and/or interact with you.

MAKE IT PERSONAL

Prospects and customers now expect emails to be 

personally written and sent by people in your various 

departments. Any emails sent automatically should 

be developed based on meeting a typical customer’s 

needs (eg testimonials from other customers).

CRM system data is key, such as which product they 

bought, will allow you to most effectively target and 

tailor your emails…

• Reassure them that they’ve made the right choice 

if they selected your offering – send emails with 

testimonials from other customers.

• Make a comparison to the competitive product 

if the prospect doesn’t select your offering. 

Sometimes people make the wrong decision, 

and you should make it easy for the customer to 

reconnect with you.
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MARKETING AUTOMATION
OK, LET’S TALK

Help your prospects get calls from a Salesperson at the 

right time for fast answers to their specific questions on 

issues such as configurations, pricing and terms.

• Spiking engagement score can trigger an alert in 

the CRM system

• Set up automated emails to appear to come from 

the specific salesperson 

RIGHT DATA = RIGHT MESSAGE

• Critical to Integrate: Tie web analytics and CRM 

data to your marketing automation platform to 

assure that the right content goes to your prospect 

or customer at the right time.

• Engagement scoring to identify highly engaged 

prospects.

• Normalize web activity into an easy-to-

understand gauge of prospect needs and 

phase of journey  In these systems, content and 

activity are assigned weighted scores, which 

can be accrued across visits, to identify highly 

engaged customers.

• Advanced engagement scoring

• Based on activity across all touchpoints

• Validated by historical data.

Mobile-optimized emails and landing 

pages will better support your prospects’ 

needs in the Purchase phase.
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THE EXPERIENCE PHASE
Typical customer needs, the right 

content to produce and how to 

connect your customers with your 

content in the Experience Phase.
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OVERVIEW
CUSTOMERS
Your prospect has bought your product. Great news, 

but hold off on the victory dance. Your job isn’t done 

yet.  

Outdated marketing funnel models end here, but 

in reality your customers needs don’t end after the 

purchase. Their reputation—and possibly their job—

relies on a smooth implementation of your solution.

WHAT THEY NEED NOW... 

• Help with set up - correctly implementing your 

solution 

• Help with adoption - having people in their 

company take full advantage of your solution.

 
WHAT THEY’RE THINKING…

At first...

• Did they make the right decision? Let’s face it; it’s 

their neck on the line if the solution they choose 

doesn’t fit the bill (does sales hype=reality).

• Be implemented correctly? Buying the solution is 

just the start; looking for signs that your company 

has their back (continued product support).  

Over time...

• Happy they made the right choice  

• Willing to give you props to other prospects as well 

as support to other customers

• Trusting of your company for future purchases.
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OVERVIEW
CONTENT
In the Experience phase, customers are looking for 

guidance and advice on how to best use your product. 

The right content to meet their needs is:

• Best practices and advice on implementation and 

use

• Resources to help them succeed with 

your product or service customer forums, 

instructional videos, blogs, etc) 

• Product extensions or related products they may 

want to consider

• Your approach on these should match the 

overall CBJ approach - don’t be pushy!

• Reassurance that they made the right choice

• Giving them the ability to interact with and learn 

from other customers

• Customer testimonials and third-party validation.

CONNECT
Key activities to connect customers with content in 

Experience.

Make it easy for new customers to engage with existing 

customers for advice on using your product:

• Direct them to a users’ community on your site

• Encourage them to participate in industry 

communities and blogs.

 

Customers will also likely be interacting with your 

customer service group. This could be via traditional 

methods like phone, but increasingly this interaction 

is taking place digitally via chat, forums or users’ 

community. They’ll expect and appreciate when you 

proactively offer advice and best practices guidance.

Many companies aren’t doing enough. 
According to a survey by Loyalty 360 
and SAS, while nearly half of surveyed 
B2B marketers say at least 60% of 
their new sales come from existing 
customers, only half (55.4%) say their 
companies have departments that 
focus on customer retention.

 
GET PERSONAL

B2B sales thrive on repeat business, so focus on 

relationship marketing to increase future purchases, 

drive sales growth, and maintain customer loyalty and 

advocacy.  Time to think small; focus on one-to-one 

marketing, not on campaigns.

 

Best-case scenario: your customers relax, become 

more familiar and comfortable with your product or 

service and start espousing its greatness, attracting 

new customers and providing support to existing 

customers. 

LOOK BACK AND LEARN

Accurate Cross-Channel Attribution: Fully understand 

the complex Company Buying Journey of your 

customers by setting up an attribution model within 

your analytics approach.

• Give credit, to whatever extent is appropriate, 

to both the assist activities and the ultimate 

conversion-to-revenue activities

By doing so, you can continually monitor and optimize 

your marketing activities to better meet your prospects 

and customers needs.
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DATA
BROADEST SPECTRUM

You can now measure customer activity across the full 

spectrum of online and offline customer touchpoints, 

including customer service and post-purchase social 

media.

• Experience metrics: Analytics can measure your 

customers’ experience in a number of ways. In 

addition to metrics directly related to customer 

loyalty, such as reviews posted or forum posts, you 

can also measure a wide variety of engagement 

activity across customer service, community, and 

nurturing.  Examples include measuring:

• Customer service engagement from CRM, call 

center.

• Online community health, activity and 

engagement.

• Online review activity and testimonials from 

social media systems.

• Nurturing and remarketing activity from 

marketing automation systems.

• Personalize site content: Connecting your 

CRM data with your CMS system and content 

customization tools can tailor web content 

based on customer status.

Social CRM data: tools and 
extensions can help pull social data 
into your CRM. Social Media listening 
tools allow you to mine social 
media data to model the behavior 
of influencers, key contributors 
and enthusiasts and to identify key 
mentions and chatter about your 
products online.
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ORGANIC SEARCH
CUSTOMERS WANT HELP

In the Experience phase, prospects typically want 

technical assistance and best practices help.

• Answers to detailed questions on the product 

implementation and use

• Example search query: “installing acme lcd 

lights in drop ceiling”

• Additional services or product extensions

• Example search query: “replacement bulbs for 

acme lights”

• To hear from other customers

• Example search query: “acme support forum”.

Keyword research: As before, you 
will have identified the top keywords 
and keyphrases that each persona is 
using to search in this phase. You can 
read more about this in the How-To 
Guide: Know Your Customers.
 

Common keywords indicating that customers are in the 

experience phase include:

• Help, customer service, support, forums, 

replacement, updates, etc. 

You’ll also have indicator words specific to your 

category such as ‘software drivers’.

Experience keyphrases are typically branded and 

product specific keywords with a mix of head and 

longtail.

• Example of head terms: acme model-V installation

• Example of longtail: help installing acme lcd 

model-V lights in drop ceiling.

Attribution Analytics:  Advanced 
tools can help give visibility to multi-
channel attribution and company-
wide behavior patterns for specific 
activities like search and social. This 
allows you to identify keywords 
and phrases that correlate with 
customers that buy. Read more > 

*NOTE: BtoBeacon highlights things that change per phase or are unique to a given phase. We also highlight recent major high-level developments that all marketers need to know. This site does 

not try be a comprehensive practitioner’s guide to executing robust programs. But many best practices don’t vary phase and are not included here. So, here are the best guides that we’ve found for 

optimizing each activity.

Be Found: Optimize your resources to 

help your prospects find them in search 

results.*  We’ve listed some great guides 

on our Resources page. 
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PAID SEARCH
MAKE IT EASY

Customers looking for help with your product will often 

turn to a search engine instead of your web site.

Make sure that customers can easily find the right 

information:

• Run paid search ads for every product or service 

you sell.

• Use specific product names and numbers

• Link the ads to the product page or appropriate 

support page on your site.

• This will also help when customers are searching 

for related products.

LOOK BACK AND LEARN

Optimize your future Paid Search campaigns by using 

the data collected from all of your customers’ journeys 

to see how and where Paid Search played a role. 

For example, what were prospects searching for and 

what ads did they click on at different phases. Step 

back, evaluate all the things that led to a purchase 

and identify behaviors worth segmenting in your Paid 

Search campaign. This is also the time to develop and 

refine algorithmic solutions based upon the signals that 

define keyword performance.

Algorithmic optimization ensures that you’re not over or 

underpaying for valuable keyword queries. No keyword 

bid should not be without strong historical data that 

vets the value of the query in the larger customer 

journey. With enough data in hand, you can start 

morphing the entire bid strategy towards an algorithm 

that is data driven.

Be Good at Site Search

Much of the Experience phase searching 

will be on your site.
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DISPLAY ADVERTISING
DON’T STOP NOW… 

your customers have just begun

Just as in other phases, display is well-suited to making 

sure your customers know you have resources to help 

them.

In the Experience phase, your ads will focus on 

ensuring their success with your offering - highlighting 

resources such as customer forums, blogs, instructional 

videos or reviews of related products.

• Ads about implementation help for new customers

• Ads about complementary products or services for 

longer-term customers.

CRM data is key (yet again): You’ll 

primarily leverage the profile information 

in your CRM system to identify current 

customers and drive targeting decisions. 
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EMAIL MARKETING
As in the Purchase phase, integration 
between your CRM and email 
systems is essential to tailor email 
content based on customer status.

ARE YOU EXPERIENCING?

Make sure that you have email addresses for the 

right people. The people that provided you their email 

as part of researching or purchasing may not be the 

primary ones experiencing your offering.

MANUAL LABOR

Again, if you don’t have a marketing automation 

platform, then you’ll do some “manual marketing”.

• Manually place customers into segments and send 

relevant messages over time

• Balance ‘guidance’ and ‘related offering’ 

campaigns.

• Deliver best practices and information about 

product implementation and extensions they may 

want to consider.

• Advanced email systems can help ensure email 

delivery (not blocked by spam filters).

Campaign Idea: What’s Your Story? 

Email campaign to encourage customers 

to share their journey on your customer 

forum or community to selecting your 

service and how it has impacted their 

success.



THE EXPERIENCE PHASE
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MARKETING AUTOMATION
DON’T CALL YOUR CUSTOMER A PROSPECT

It’s essential to personalize content based on customer 

status.

• Critical to Integrate: Now more than ever, make 

sure that the right content goes to your customer 

by tying web analytics and CRM data to your 

marketing automation platform.

BE BALANCED

Send relevant messages over time – balancing 

‘guidance’ and ‘related offering’ campaigns.

• Deliver best practices and information about 

product implementation and product extensions 

they may want to consider.

GET IT THERE

Advanced MAPs can help meet your customers’ need 

for information by ensuring that emails are actually 

delivered (not blocked by spam filters).

• Plus they can meet your customers’ need to control 

their communication with you by processing opt-

in management, bounce handling, unsubscribe 

processing and suppression lists.



ANOTHER 
PERSPECTIVE
Let’s look at the Company Buying Journey 

from the perspective of the “3 C’s” - 

Customers, Content and Connect.
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CUSTOMERS
ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE

Understand the needs of your customers.

EVALUATE

EXPLOREEXPERIENCE

PURCHASE
Evaluate a shortlist of 
vendor solutions.

Implement the solution
and drive adoption.

Select a solution and
complete transaction.

Pick a general approach 
to solving their problem.
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CONTENT
ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE

Meet these needs by creating the right content.

EVALUATE
Detailed information on your 
solution. Customer testimonials 
and third-party validation.

EXPLOREEXPERIENCE
Advice on

implementation and use.

PURCHASE
Clear information on

implementation and general terms
(and pricing if appropriate).

Broad picture of the general 
approaches. Objective pros and 
cons of each.

+
_
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CONNECT
ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE

Get your customers and content together.

EVALUATE
Prospects now visit your site for deep research.
- Be findable in Organic & Paid Search.
- Optimize landing pages & forms.
- Score highly engaged prospects.
- Send automated emails triggered by activity.

EXPLOREEXPERIENCE
Send relevant messages over time.

Balance ‘guidance’ and ‘related

PURCHASE
Integrate data sources to ensure right

content to right person at right time.
Tie web analytics and CRM data to

your marketing automation platform.

- Reach out via targeted display and email.
- Search optimize content that aligns with 
  thought-leadership keyphrases.



ABOUT
US
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WHAT’S B2BEACON?
ABOUT

B2Beacon is a collection of insights, data, tools and a new approach to help 

B2B Digital Marketers improve their performance. 

Over 30 leaders in B2B Digital Marketing have joined forces to provide you free, 

unbiased educational resources including: 

• A new approach to B2B Marketing called “The Company Buying Journey”. 

• How-to guides that help you implement this approach at your company. 

These resources are based on current research and real-world experience.

Join the Movement. 
B2Beacon is also a rallying cry to band 

together and elevate B2B Marketing. 

Join this movement and help us refine 

this resource… be the beacon for your 

peers.
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WHAT IS B2BEACON’S MISSION?
ABOUT

To replace the current flawed models and to fill the major gap in the current B2B 

education market. ClickZ and BusinessOnline are in the business of helping B2B 

Digital Marketers improve their performance. They heard from dozens of their 

customers over recent years that most B2B educational resources are:

• Single-channel focused (“Guide to B2B Social Media”), 

• Are from the company perspective (“10 Tricks to Drive Conversions”) and  

• Are based on an old B2C model (a funnel that ends at a sale).
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THANK YOU!
ABOUT

This little (BIG) idea came to fruition with the help of:

The industry luminaries on B2Beacon Council

Our topical Expert Advisors 

and the B2Beacon Executive Editors: 

MELANIE WHITE

News & Special Projects Editor at ClickZ / ClickZ

       @melhwhite

RICH ROBERTS

Senior Vice President at BusinessOnline / BusinessOnline

       @richard4507

MIKE GREHAN

Group Publishing Director Interactive Marketing / ClickZ

       @mikegrehan

THAD KAHLOW

CEO at BusinessOnline / BusinessOnline

       @tkahlow
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SO, WHADDA YA THINK?
ABOUT

We’d like to know what you think about this e-book and the continuous, loopy 

celtic knot-like journey of the B2B customer relationship – The CBJ. 

  

Were you kind of thinking about the same thing recently? 

Or are we totally nuts? 

Send us your comments (or file your complaints) here.  

If you’d like to share, you can Tweet this or Share on G+.
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WHO WE ARE
ABOUT

B2Beacon.com was conceived by BusinessOnline, who then turned to the 

over 30 leaders in B2B Digital Marketing and our good friends at Clickz to help 

make it happen.  

We teamed together to bring you this new resource based on vetted research 

and those many hard-fought lessons learned through years of real-world 

experience. 

You’ll find us here:

Our website

And our blog, papers and decks

You can follow us on Twitter 

Or on LinkedIn

Or Google+

Email us


